St. Andrews Products

• Distributor name can be added for $1.50 with $70.00 set up charge.
• Rambler mug and Rambler tumbler have minimum order of 12.
• To order contact:
• Rob McFarland
• Email: rob@standrewscorp.com
• Phone: 1-800-432-8776 ext. 405

• Cathy Harder
• Email: cathy@standrewscorp.com
• Phone: 1-800-432-8776 ext. 414

Laser Engraved YETI 14 oz Rambler Mug
The YETI Rambler® 14 oz. Mug is the toughest, most over-engineered camp mug out there. Unlike
traditional camp mugs, this double-wall vacuum-insulated body protects hands from hot or cold
contents while keeping coffee, chili, oatmeal – you name it – well-insulated. Like all Rambler
Drinkware, the 14 oz. Mug and its lid are dishwasher safe making it easy to clean. The mug’s wide
opening means contents are easily accessible, but will cool quicker. That’s why the mug comes with
the standard Rambler 30 oz. Lid (also compatible with the Rambler 30 oz. MagSlider Lid).
12-24 $37.50
25-49 $35.00
50-99 $32.50

Engraved YETI 20 oz Rambler Tumbler
Any tumbler that's coming along for the ride needs to be tough enough to keep up. Our Rambler® 20
oz. is made from durable stainless steel with double-wall vacuum insulation to protect your hot or
cold beverage at all costs. Like the entire Rambler Family, the 20 oz. Tumbler and its lid are
dishwasher-safe for easy cleaning. While the magnet on the included MagSlider™ Lid adds an
additional barrier of protection for keeping drinks contained and preventing heat or cold from
escaping, please note - this magnet component is not leakproof and will not prevent spills.
12-24 $41.00
25-49 $39.50
50-99 $38.00

White YETI Roadie 20 Cooler
The YETI Roadie is every outdoor party’s new best friend. It
is built by YETI so ice stays colder longer and its design
means you’ll never be stuck mopping up a mess. With its
compact body and rotomolded construction this small but
mighty outdoor cooler is ready to hit the road whether
you’re in for a day of tailgating or kicking back at the ranch.
$219.00

YETI Hopper Flip 8 Soft Cooler
One of the joys of a day trip is traveling light. The Hopper
Flip in a new smaller size is perfect for keeping your food
and drinks cold while out in the field. The Hopper Flip 8 has
the insulation power only a YETI can offer, and is engineered
to be tough because flying solo doesnt mean you wont get a
little dirty. The Hopper Flip 8 is your new day trip MVP.
$219.00

YETI Tundra 35 Cooler
The YETI Tundra 35 is portable enough for one person to haul while still having an impressive
carrying capacity. Thanks to up to 3 inches of insulation and the over-engineered design this
cooler will keep your ice icy. And even though its the smallest of the Tundra line the Tundra 35 is
still built to be bear-resistant. It also fits nicely in an inner tube making it our best ice chest for
floating down the river with some cold beers. Wherever you decide to take it this portable
coolers sturdy construction will stand up to the rigors of the journey.
$279.00

Yeti Tundra Haul Cooler
Yeti's first ever cooler on wheels is the answer to taking
Tundra's legendary toughness and unmatched insulation
power the extra mile. The nearly-indestructible NeverFlat
Wheels and T-Bar Handle join forces to offer the most
durable, reliable, and comfortable towing design. The 3 inch
insulation ensures your ice colder longer.
$415.00

